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ABSTRACT 

Call attempts arriving to a fully available 
trunk group could encounter the failures: con
gestion, no answer, busy called party. The 
param~ters as call set up times, perseverance 
functlons, distributions of reattempt intervals 
were related to the types of failure and were 
independent of their relative weight. All para
meters were derived or originated from measure
ments. S imulation with average perseverances 
and reattempt intervals underestimates the 
harmful effects of repetitions . The averages 
themselves vary as traffic and failure situ
ation are varied, this should also te taken into 
account. The s tate equat ions me thod, the as
sumpt~on of an ~rlang mode l with fictitious 
trafflc and the ~=r-'" approach with constant at. 
~ere exa~in ed: The two l a ter models may te used 
ln ~ractlce. w lth precautions, the ir generali
zatlon requlres further investiga tions. To a
chieve more realis tic s inulat i on studies the 
tehaviour of t he called s ubscr iter should be 
nor e pr ecis e ly ta ke n into account. 

I NTRODUCTIO N 

Repeated call attempts are at least as old as 
telephony itself. Although technics of tele
phony have changed in the last hundred years, 
the problem has survived. The effects of 
repeated call attempts are mUltifold

t 
consider

able financial losses and a not negl gible 
annoyance are experienced by telephone users. 

In the first period of investigations there 
was a lack of sufficiently detailed measure
ment results, the verification of theory was 
not possible. Computerised traffic measurements 
in the last decade enabled a smooth progress, 
various theoretical models were elaborated, not 
only measurement results have teen published 
tut the first recap'itulative papers about them 
have appeared too ~,2]. Recently the first 
steps in this field towards international 
standardisation of traffic engineering proce
dure.s and nomenclature have a lso been taken by 
CCITT. 

1. THE OBJECTS OF REPEATED AIJ.1TEMPT INVESTI
GATIONS 

1.1. GENERAL ASPECTS 

The phenomenon of repeated call attempts proves 
to be very complicated and not yet very well 
understood. The exact theoretical description 
of it has teen a tempting tauk from the early 
fiftles and much work has been done. 

Although several reasons of call attempt 
failure /congestion in the .peech network! 
technical faults, saturated common contro 
devlees, etc./ mB3 be ellminated by proper 
measures, there remains a big amount of causes 
of failure which are outside the competenoe of 
a given Admin1stration or the removal of wnieh 

lTea 

is premature from the technical point of view. 
At present and for a long time oalling sub
scribers will manipUlate incorreotly, the 
called party will be tusy or wl11 not answer 
aDd last cut not least in the world telephone 
network there will ce a conslderable inequality 
referring to the technical level. As a con
sequence telephony will have to suffer for a 
long time from repeated attempts and the 
according problem will also ce acontlnuous 
challange for teletraffic theory. 

Traffic measurements in the repeated attempts 
field are cumbersome and therefore it ls very 
unlikely that some purely empirical traffic 
engineering procedure would universally be used 
in the future. Everyday practice is eagerlY 
waitlng for an easy manageacle method to solve 
the following problems: 

a. determination of the real traffic intent of 
the sutscr iCers, 

b. evaluation of the consequences of the 
removal of a given reason of failure. 

c. identification of bottlenecks, 
d. determination of e.g. the optimal repetition 

coefficient /~/ which may be achieved in a 
given direction with the available means of 
a given Administration, 

etc. 

One has to have in mind. that the value of any 
traffic englneering method depends on its 
ability of giving clear answers to the above 
mentioned questions. 

1.2. THE PRESENT APPROACH 

The repeated attempts problem ls tightly 
connected to the problems of national and inte» 
national telephone networks, whereas theoreti
cal investigations up to now have mostly been 
concentrated to simple arrangements. Jo'urther 
only few attempts have teen made to co~are 
calculations with measurement results [3,4,5,~ 
On the other hand methods based on empirical 
data [7] were checked thoroughly for a given 
Situation, but in the absence of the underlying 
parameters of the phenomenon itself there seems 
to be a rather poor possitility of performing 
investigations for optional circumstances. 

Bearing tnis in mind the aim of the investi
gations performed was to slmulate the most 
simple but realistic system with parameters 
derived from measurements publicated hitherto. 
The phenomenon was described with those basic 
parameters which may be supposed not to change 
in various situations. From the simulation the 
traffic performance of the system was derived 
in terms of e.g. repetition coefficient, 
efficiency rate, etc. and /repeated!/ attempts 
were made to find correlation between these 
terms and t he before melt loned bas lc parameters. 
Calculations on the lines of several mathema
tical models were also c~pared to simulation 
results and the very inteDesting eff ect of 
averaging some basle parameters was lnveatLga-
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ted too. 

2. THE SIMULATION 

2.1. THE SYSTEM 

Call intents Ifirst callsl arrive according to 
a Poisson process to a group of N fully avail
able trunks. If there is a free trunk the call 
attempt seizes the trunk for the call set up 
time and if the attempt will ce efficient, also 
for the conversation time. If all trucks are 
bus, or if the call attempt enc·ounters a failure 
in further estaclishing the connection, it may 
join the group of calls in repetition state or 
it ma, acandon depending on the perseverance 
function valid for that failure ·type. Oalls in 
repetition state originate new attempts after 
the reattempt interval has elapsed. Congested 
call attempts have no holding time of any kind. 
conversation times have exponential distri-
cut ion. 

2.2. BAS IC PARAMETERs 

Traffic measurements have ShOWD, that call set 
up times, perseverance functions and reattempt 
intervals depend on the type of call attempt 
failure. The average values of these parameters 
are determined cy the relative weight of 
different failure types. To octain a realistic 
pioture it seems justified to use in simUlation 
these casic parameters, which are independent 
from a given situation. 

This approaoh seems to ce valid also from a 
human factors aspect, cecause it may ce assumed 
that sucscricers react to a given type of 
failure lin a given hour of the dayl in the 
same way. Ma, ce that the reaction is also 
influenced by the use~s experience and ~y the 
type of previous failures, but up to now there 
is no definite knowledge about this. 

For the sake of simplioity it was deoided to 
take three failure types into account: con
gestion. called sucscriber doesn·t answer, 
called sucscricer Is cusy. In the following 
these will ce referred as failure types 1,2,3 
or BL, NA, BY, respeotively. The congestion 
probabilit, /F1I results from the Simulation, 
the probabilities of no answer IF21 and called 
party bus, IF31 are at present input parameters 
and constants. It is supposed that reasons of 
failure are independent also for the oall 
attempts of the same call string. /The call 
string is the series of repeated attempts 
belonging to the same call intent./ A oall 
attempt thus may ce unsuccessful independently 
of the reason of failure of the previous attempt. 

2.3. INPUT DATA OF SIMULATION 

Besides the rate of call Intents I.AI, the 
numcer of trunks IN/, the constant failure 

FIg.l. A sImple system wIth repeated attempts 
and basic parameters 

probabilities /F2, F31 and the exponentially 
distributed conversation times /tc/ the follo.-
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ing failure /and process/ dependent basic input 
parameters were applied /see also Fig.l./: 

a. Districut ions of ca 11 set up times for ts 
/successful attempts/. tNA and tBY, 

b. Perseveranoe funct ions, Hj (1), j=1.2 3; 
i=1,2 ••••• where i designates the attempt 
number in the call string, 

o. Districutions of reattempt intervals. 
Pj(1:">t)= Tj(t). j=1,2,3, where the r.v. T 
d~signates the reattempt interval. This time 
period excludes the call set up time and the 
distribution refers only to repeating call 
attempts i.e. infinite intervals are not 
taken into account. 

The parameters were selected from the measure
men t s of ~LLIEUX [81, MYSKJA and WA LLMAN [9, 10] 
snd EVERS lll,12]. As Hj(i) values were found 
only for t be f lrst memb~rs [12], two hypotbe
tical sets of Hj(U functions were constructed. 
IFlg.2./ The Tj1t) distributions /see F1g.3./ 
are cased on [11,12] but the curves have been 
modified by exoluding intervals longer than 300 
Ilinutes. 

Flg.2. Measured, hypothetical and simulated per
severance functions 

FIg.3. Reattempt intervals derived from measure
ments and simulation 

Table I. sbows the simulation tests oarried out 
and the parameters us~d ln them, for details 
see Section 4. The average value of tc was l80 
sec, F2=O,o9 aDd F3-0,16 were used in all tests • 
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* SA S8 se R KA 1<8, 1<\-1,1<1 
met.,. 

1inqIe. _I~, 
triple, 

~i(O 1 hlpothe-
P M- t lcal,l- II. single. see 

triple °f~=r text 
TI(t) si nq I •. P E: BL,NA,BY 

t. P, average : 14.42 sec 

tNA 
loqnormal 

P, averaqe: 22,33 sec 
Qverag. fr()m E· 33,18_et 

loqnormal 
tav Qve,-oqe from E, 6.00 sec' 

Numtwot 
trunks.N 2.4.~10.20 5,10 10 5.10 ~10 5 

Number-of 
testa 23 8 4 12 12 14 

Tacle I. Summary of performed simulation tests 
P/ellieux/; M/yskja/-W/allman/;E/vers/ 

2.4. THE PROGRAM 

The time true simulation method was used. Each 
test comprised several independent suctests at 
the start and end of which there were a 
··warming up" and a "cooling off" period, res
pectlvely. The former one needs no explanation, 
the later one was necessary not to truncate the 
call strings In progress. During a subtest only 
those data were collected which referred to 
call intents originated in the main eody of the 
simulation. 

The distribution functions mentioned are 
presented to the program in the histogram for~ 
of the density functions. The H·(l) values 
appear as series of probabiliti~s. In the tests 
max. i:::8 was se lected and Hj (i) = Hj (8) if 1> 8. 

Each test consisted of 5x5000 call intents, 
95 % Student confidence limits were calculated. 
A test needed approx. 11 mhlutes paid time. The 
pro~ram was written in SIMULA for a cnc 3300. 
[13J • 
2.5. LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT APPROACH 

The description of the further parts of the 
network with the two constant probabilities F2 
and F3 Is not realistic enough. These proQabi
lities are suitacle to take the average influ
ence of the further parts ioto account cut 
neither follow the fluctuation of trunk group 
congestions nor give a true picture of the 
busy-idle-no answer distribution of particular 
suescrieers nor descriee the effect of over
loaded common control devices. AnticipatIng the 
results In Section 4. it may ee supposed that 
the use of average probabilIties can result in 
underestimation of the effect of repeated calls. 

From traffic measurements it is well known, that 
the probability of call attempt failure is in
creasing with the attempt numeer. Following tbe 
general idea of stacle easic parameters this 
increaSing character should ce the result of 
s imulat ion and must not ee a 'lbull t in" feature. 
In our simulatlons only congestion probacility 
/Fl/ increased with the attempt numcer. 

3. REVIEW OF EXAMINED MATHEMATICAL MODEIB 

3. 1. GROUPS OF REPEA TED A TTEMPI! MODEIB 

The feneral theory of call repetitions in
clud ng quantLtLes which may ee used for traf
fio engineering purposes are outlined e.g. by 
ELLDIN [141 and lE GALL [15]. 

The group of state equatlon models ls rather 
comprehensive, due to the widespread use of 
this method in teletrafflc theory and to the 
detailed plcture tnis model is able to give. 
Several ideas for finite and infinite input 
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groups, repetition posItions /queues/ with 
different characteristics, combined systems 
with waiting and repetition may ce found in the 
works of COHEN [161, ELLDIN [15], WILKINSON and 
RADNIK [3] JONIN and SEOOL [l? ,18], BRET
SCHNEIDER t6], EVERS [12], KORNISHEV [19,20], 
GOSZTONY (2~ and ALEXANDROV [22]. 

On the opposite side one may find models of 
empirical character. Representatives of this 
approach are e.g. WILKINSON and RADNIK f231 , 
LE GALL [51 and PELLIEUX and GUERlNEAU ?]. 

The models of the Erlan~-group concept combine 
an assumed Erlang dlstr butLon of busy trunks 
with parameters resulting from me~sur,ment. Let 
us mention the earlY work of HORVATH L24] , a 
method presented to CCITT e~ the SWEDISH ADMI
NISTRATION and LM ERICSSON l251! HONI [26], 
EVERS [2?]. HONI and GOSZTONY GB]. 

There is a group of other models whlch includes 
different ideas and solut~ons as that of LE GALL 
[4,15]" SCHNEPS-SCHNEPPE L29] , TOLEDANO and 
DE LOS MOZOS [301. 

Tnis grouping ls an attempt of classification 
with an incomprehensive list of models and some 
evident overlapings. From the aspect of prac
tice many models have an obvious weakness, 
namely the very important network point of view 
is in most cases neglected or oversimplified. 
At present tne tneory is far from being able 
to solve the problem of traffic engineering of 
complete networks with repeated attempts in 
general way. 

3.2. MODELS SUBJECT TO COMPARISON 

a. State equations /Models Ex/ 

To oetain an overall view of the capabilities 
of this method four similar models have been 
constructed and tested. The structure of the 
model-~stems and the differences between them 
may be seen on Fig. 4. 

c: Model 0-v; E1 E2.4 E3 
A 1 1 O. A'1 
C I 0 A 
N 0 - .., 

H2 HI - HI 

Fig.4. State equation Models El to E4 

Call intents arrive according to a Poisson 
process to a group of T trunks. If no trunk Is 
free /congest.lon probab i 1 i ty: Bl/ the call 
attempt joins the first set of repeating calls 
wUn the probability. H1A or the second set with 
tne probability Hl(l-A). The call attempt may 
also leave the system with the probability 
(l-Hl). Having found a free trunk the call 
attempt seizes it for the call set up time 
(1/~1). If the call attempt fails /probability: 
p/ iD establlshing further connection towards 
the remaining part of the network IS. including 
subscribers/. the attempt may join repetition 
sets or may abandon with the probabilities 
H2C. H2~1-C) and (1-H2), respectively. 
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The holding time of efficient calls is l/~a. 
Calls In repetition state make new attempts 
after an average time interval of l/~l or l~2. 
The repetition rate is KlCXl and K2C1C.2, respect 1-, 
vely where Kl and K2 denote the average Dumber 
of calls being in these 'repetition positions. 
All time intervals are exponentially distri
buted. The sets of repetition positions have M 
and N places, respective13. If there is no free 
repetition posltion the call directed here 
leaves the system. 

One single average perseverance probability 
was used in the Models El and E3. In the Models 
E2 and E4 the average perseverance depended on 
the cause of call attempt failure. Reattempt 
interwals have a distribution which in most 
cases differs from the exponential type, but 
which may well be approximated by the weighted 
sum of two exponential distributions e.g. [12]. 
In the Models El and E2 the reattempt intervals 
had an exponential distribution with the same 
mean value as that of the distributions used in 
simulation. Model E3 realized the weighted 
approximation mentioned above, while in Model 
E4 a further approximation was carried out. In 
this later case onLy the first exponential 
memcer of the approximation was used with unit 
weight, the second member was neglected. This 
means that the average reattempt interval was 
shortened. The average perseverances and 
average distributions were derived from simula
tion. /See Appendix./ The parameters of the 
weighted approximation were obtained by a three 
dimensional Newton-Raphston iteration procedure. 

The weak point of these models is the calcula
tion time, whlch is proportional to the number 
of posslble states of the system. A detailed 
description with complete perseverance func
tions and well approximated reattempt time 
intervals requires many sets of repetition 
positions with places enough not to distort the 
unlimited nature of repetition. If on the other 
hand the number of states is limited only 
average perseverance probabilities and reattempt 
time distributions are possible which depend on 
the failure and traffic situation and so the 
use of basic parameters is hampered. 

Details of these models may be found in the 
Appendix. The system of state equations has 
been solved by the well known successive 
overrelaxation method on a CDe 3300 computer. 

b. The ~/r/ function /Model BT/ 

Some measurements indicate that in the relation
ship of the form 

l' = r-oc, I (0 
the exponent cL is nearly constant in similar 
sItuatIons /same type of traffic, same country, 
etc./ independently of the magnitude of r 
/efficiency rate/ [31, 7]. 
Traffic engineering may be performed simply by 
measuring the actual r value and by the use of 
the predetermined~. In this case the calling 
rate of call intents,)\ and the number of call 
attempts entering the system, No may be calcu
lated as 

A ~ Ne I'" (ex-i) and 

tooJo=Al" -QC. 

respectively. Ne stands for effective call 
attempts. From the general theory it Is known, 
that 

(2) 

where B2 is the probab ill ty that a ca 11 intent 
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leaves the system without having been served. 
The relationship 

r(1-oI) = (1- F)lt-ot).., 1- 9 2 (3) 

may be obtained from '/1/ and /2/, where F 
stands for the probability that a call attempt 
will be unsuccessful for any reason. If ~ is 
constant B2 is determined alone by F, i.e. the 
relative proportions of the reasons of call 
attempt failure have no influence. 

The BT model has the adventage and the weak 
point of being purely empirical. The constant 
nature of ~ has at present no sufflcient 
theoretical support, the measurements for a 
comprehensive range of r are cumbersome if 
possible, so generalization meets with diffi
culties. But on the other hand all details of 
the phenomenon are taken into account including 
control devices, and the network point of view 
is also satisfied. 

c. Erlang group /Models Ex/ 

Recent ocservations show that in spite of 
repetitions the call attempts arrive randomly 
to trunk groups of e.g. transit exchanges (321. 
It may therefore ce assumed that the Erlang 
loss formula holds good in a trunk group 
carrying repeated attempts • . 

Taking other failures than congestion into 
account /procacI1Ity: F2/ the average holding 
time of all call attempts may ce expressed as 

(4) 

Call attempts encountering congestion of the 
trunk group itself have zero holding time. tu 
stands for the average holding time of those 
unsuccessful attempts which fail after having 
already passed the investigated trunk group.t s 
and tc are the average call set up time of 
successful calls and average conversa tion time, 
respect ively. 

If the group has an Erlang character the conges
tion /Fl/ caused by it is due to some ficti
tious offered traffic which may be calculated 
as the product of the average holding time /t/ 
and the numcer of arriving call attempts, 
repetitions included /:A(3/ 

A -tA~ (5) 

The repetition coefficient depends on the 
congestion of the group, thus /5/ represents an 
implicit equation which should be solved for A. 

The general form of P includes besides fallure 
probabilities also the perseverance functions 
and so /5/ allows the direct use of measurement 
results. For details see [28J and Appendix. 
In this way a simple mathematical procedure can 
be amalgameted with observations. 

The repetltion coefficients of Models Hl and H2 
are represented as ~/l/ and ~/2/' respectively: 

00 )( 

(3(4)=~ [EIII(A)+ F2 -EN(A)F2f<U H(i) 
)(-0 ~ 0 

00 )(' 

(3(2)=1 + ~ IT ~N(A)H1(l) +(i-EN(A))1i1-l2(O) 

In the formulae above Fl has been changed to 
EN(A), HCi) Is the average perseverance func
tion, while Hl(l) and H2(i) are perseverance 
functions ie the case of congestion caused by 
the group and other fallures, respectivel~ 
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In practical cases the holding times included 
in 14/ and the carried traffic of the group 
should ce determined. Supposing appropriate 
values for F2 and for the perseverance funct ions 
the required characteristics may be obtained 
from tables and graphs [26). 

The method has the adventage of being able to 
follow changes in the perseverance by applying 
basic perseverance functions and the needed 
calculation work is moderate. Whether the 
Erlang assumption is generally valid is at 
present dubious and requires further investi
gation. 

4. RESULTS 

Because of the restricted size of this paper 
only a short summary of our investigations will 
be given below demonstrated by examples. The 
aim of this section is to present the observed 
important features of the repeated attempt 
phenomenon and those of the calculation methods. 

4.1. SIMULATION WITH BASIC AND WITH AVERAGE 
PARAMETERS 

4.11. THE DISTORTION CAUSED BY USING AVERAGE 
PARAMETERS 

With the hypothetical sets I. and 11. of Hj(i) 
of Fig.2. and with the T·{t) distributions of 
Fig.3. simulations were Berformed for groups 
of five and ten trunks / Series R/. Other para
meters see in Tacle I. The speech traffic 
intent/demanded conversation traffic/ varies 
from low to rather high values to realize both 
normal and overloaded situations. From these 
simulations average H(i) and T(t) values were 
ca lculated. These average H (1) and T (t) func
tions were the input parameters for the simu
lations of Series KA, other parameters remained 
unchanged. The average H (1) and T (t) were 
d lfferent for different traff lc intents, fhe
ranges for N=5, and for the sets I. and 11. 
can ce seen in Fig.2. and Fig.3., respectively. 
/In the case of N=lO the set I. was adapted, 
the result ing H (i) curves are not shown. ID the 
Figures the employed hypothetical sets are in
dicated by R-l and R-II, respectively./ 

2.~.-------------,....., 

2.2~----------f-~ 

2DI~.---------~-~~ 

\If--- ----- -+-- -+--rr:-:--! 

12 
'1 
12 5,11 

apeed1 traffic intent lerlJ 

Fig.5. Comparison of simulation results 
obtained with basic and with average 
parameters 

ITea 

From the grade of service aspect always the 
results of the KA simulations were better /i.e. 
higher efficiency rate, lower repetition 
coefficient and smaller probability of conges
t ion/. The /3 values obta ined from Rand KA 
simulations are shown in Fig.5. Differences 
seem to be proportional to the value of~, from 
these limi ted number of tests no further 
dependence can be derived. 

2.4,r-----------""T"----. 

p R-I. 

,.,~---------~~~~~ 

Fig.6. Distortion caused by averaging perse
verance functions /KH/, distributions of 
reattempt intervals /KT/ or both /KA/ 

The distortion caused by averaging only the 
Hj(i) functions /Series KH/ or the Tj(t) 
dIstributions /Series KT/ was also iovestigate~ 
The curves In Fig. 6. indicate, that results 
are more sensitive to the averaging of Tj(t) 
distributions. /The confidence limits of KH and 
KT results are not shown./ 

The distortion described above indicates that 
for the purpose of the simulation of repeated 
call attempts basic, situation-independent 
parameters s hould be preferred. 

4.12. THE EFFECT OF THE CHANGE IN THE AVERAGE 
PARAMETERS 

The average H(i) and T(t) vary as the traffic 
intent and consequently the relative weight of 
congestion is increasing. If this variation is 
neglected one encounters a definite deviation 
from reality. On Fig.7. the curves KBl and KB4 
were obtained by using H(i) and T(t) values 
valid for the lowest and highest indic 3ted 
speech traffic intent, respectively. 

Results with H(i) and T(t) observed in over
loaded situations are on the safe side. To 
determine the magnitude of this deviation as a 
function of several parameters further inv es 
tigations are required. 

4.13. INVESTIGATIONS USING CONSTANT H(i) AND 
T(t) FUNCTIONS . 

The simulated system described in Section 2 ls 
very simple, and it is easy to produce remark
able changes in e.g. H(i) or T(t) simply by 
altering the traffic intent. Some measurements 
showed however, that perseverances and re
attempt intervals are almost the same for the 
busy hour and for other periods of the day • 
[8,31,33,341. May be that in these cases the 
relatlve proportions of the reasons of failure 
remained near~ constant although the fallure 
rate increased slgniflcantly. Thls was the 
reason of making several investigations with 
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the same H(i) and T(t) over a range of traffic 
intents and trunk groups. ISeries SA, SB and 
SC/. The single simulation results of this 
kind are at least as valid as the results of 
the KA simulations, and so these results may 
also be used to compare calcul&tions and 
simulations. ISee Section 4.2.1 

2,'+ 

I' 
2.2 

1C8.4 
I(A 

2.0 --

\8 

\6 

1,4 

2.6 12 l8 
$peec:h traffic Intent (ed] 

Fig.7. The effect of unvar ied H (1) and T (t) 

4.2. ~OMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND CALCULATION 

For the sake of Simplicity always the values 
of 13 obtained by several methods will be 
compared be low. The conditions regarding the 
probability of congestion and the efficiency 

are similar. There is no considerable 
difference between carried traffic values of 
simulation and of calculation. 

4.21. EQUA TIONS OF STATE 

This calculation method allows in practical 
cases only a single average value of perse
verance probability, H or several average 
values depending on the failure type lin our 
case Hl and H2/. Unfortunately average perse
verances can only be derived from the simula
tion, beCduse the average value depends on the 
distribution of call string length. 

2.2 

f3 
I 

AKA 
I 

2.0 
N·5 

1.8 

\6 

\4 

2.6 l2 3,8 
speech traffic intent [erl~ 

Fig.8. Comparison of simulation with average 
parameters /KA/ and calculation 

Fig.8. shows ~ values of the Series KA simula
tion and those obtained by the models El and 
E3. Fig. 9. shows the same data for Series R 
and for the models E2, and E4. Further results 
referring to El may be found in Fig.lo. 
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1.8 -1 
I 

1,6 

\4 

£41 

~-I 

I -+ -------
i N-5 

~ !IS 
speech traffic intent [erl] 

Fig.9. Comparison of simulation with basic 
parameters /RI and calculation 

Model El approximates the KA and SA re 2ults 
well and differences decrease with increaeing 
number of trunks and with decreasing per se
verance. E3 is slightly better than El. E2 is 
a rather poor approximation of R and not 
better than El for tbe same case. E4 seems to 
be promising but at present it is not clear 
how much shorter the average reattempt interv ~· l 
sbould be. Models E are always superior to 
Models H. 

It may be conc luded tbat for pract ic a 1 :) uroose~ 
tbese models are not appropriate bec :~ us e the 
calculation time on the computer exceeds 
simUlation time, and because knowledge about 
tbe average perseverGnces is required before
band. 

\1 

I ~·~'I 
'--

_._ i \6 IN'!)I 
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Fig.lo. Comparison of simulation with unvaried 
parameters ISAI and calcula tion 

4.22. ERLANG G.ttOUP 

Calculated P values according to Model Hl are 
depicted in Fig.8. and Fig.lo. together with 
KA and SA simulation results. Ca lcula t ion is 
in good agreement with simulation and tbe 
deviation is decreasing as tbe number of trunks 
increases. Comparing KA, SA, SB and :)C results 
with calculation it may be seen that the 
deviation increases with incr easing perse
verance. 
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In the case of Model H2 similar trends were 
obtained, see Fig. 11. H2 is not a better 
approximation of R results as Hl for the same 
case. 

Models H may be used in practice if the perse
verance ls moderate or if the situation can 
properly be described by an average HCi) /see 
also Section 4.11/. 

~~--------------------~ 

~ 

Fig.ll. The effect of the magnitude of average 
perseverance and of the group size on 
the accuracy of Mode 1 H2 

Perhaps some correction factor could also be 
developed to fit these Models to reality in the 
case of high perseverance. 

4.23. (3/r/ FUNCTION 

Our investigations showed that the exponent 
is constant if there is no change in H(i), see 
Table 2. On the other hand considerable changes 
may occur if cha ages are poss ible in H (1) 
/Series R/, see Table 3. 

N = 5 N = 10 

A SA KBl KB4 A SO 

2,0 ,7087 ,6659 ,8226 5 ,4293 

2,6 ,7119 ,6809 ,8381 6 ,4307 

3,2 ,7103 ,6751 ,8429 7 ,4403 

3,8 ,7060 ,6771 ,8396 8 ,4422 

Tacle 2. at. values for unvaried H(l) 

N = 5 N = lo 

A R-I KA-I R-II A R-I 

2,0 ,6908 ,6659 ,4737 5 ,6488 

2,6 ,7747 ,7373 ,5008 6 ,7111 

3,2 ,8261 ,8086 ,5118 7 ,7721 
3,8 ,8480 ,8396 ,5266 8 ,8l89 

Tac le 3. oc. values for vary ing H (1) 

I Tea 

The reason for this may perhaps be found in the 
different way as B2 depends on the traffic 
intent, Fig. 12. The conditions for a constant 
~are not clear, because a horizontal E2 curve 
results in constant ~ too, as in the case of 
H(i) = 1. 

~rr------~----~----~~ 

3,2 3.8 
apeech traffic intenllert] 

Fig.12. The probability of abandoning B2 in 
different systems 

The effect of using Model BT incorrectly is 
illustrated in Table 4. ~ has been ca lculated 
employing several values which are valid only 
in a given pOint. 

For practical purposes the BT Model may 
adventageously be used if calculation refers to 
a situation which is better from the repeated 
attempt point of view. An extrapolation in the 
adverse direction may underestimate the grade 
of service deterioration. 

(3 

from Series R calculated cy ()(. celonging 
simulation to the indicated p value 

1,300 ! 0,023 1,300 1,342 1,369 1,380 

1,503 ! 0,075 1,438 1,503 1,544 1,562 

1,913 ! 0,066 1,720 1,837 1,913 1,946 

2,313 ! 0,164 1,980 2,151 2,263 2,313 

Tacle 4. The effect of calculation with 
constant ~ 

5. CONOLUS IONS 

a. The measurable characteristics of the repea
ted attempts phenomenon as repetition 
coefficient, trunk congestion, efficiency 
rate etc. can't be reproduced by simulation 
if average input parameters are used instead 
of failure type dependent ones. 

c. The deviation caused by an average distri
bution of reattempt intervals, T(t), ls 
larger than that caused by an average perse
verance funct ion, R(I). 

c. Both R(i) and T(t) are changing as the rela
tIve proportions of failure types alter and 
these changes may have a remarkable impact 
OD traffic characteristics. 

d. Analytical Models lE and HI are able to 
describe the phenomenon at least as well as 
average parameters do. For practlcal purposes 
models with failure type depending parameters 
are preferable. 
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e. The empirical model BT describes the phenome
non exact lY provIded that the bas lc assump-
t ion i.e. the constant eX. is va lid. In prac
tice Model BT may be applied also if this is 
not the case, but only for the prediction of 
better situations than the original one. 

f. Simulation tests should be improved by 
taking more precisely into account the 
behaviour of the called subscribers and the 
effect of other parts of the network. 

g. It is very probable that the progress of 
theoretical investigc tions in the field of 
repeated attempts turns highly on further 
detailed measurements describing failure 
type dependent parameters, subscribers 
behav iour, etc. 
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From the above expression of D one obtains: • i-1 
D1, = 1=1' TI Z • ., 

\. "\(-0'" 

• 
Apparently 

00 3 
D = t: L. Dji 

l-1 j== 1 

The repetitions may also be distributed into j 
cathegories depending on Hj~ Let 

00 

aj =?= Dj'- Hjt 
L=1 

_ he average number of repetitions after 
ng experienced the failure type j. Accor
ly 

The probability that a decision or repetition 
is due to failure type j may be expressed as: 

00 

f; Dj~ 
P(Dj) -

l-
and • D 

P (tj) = ti j -1,2,3, 
3 

Lt-
'1 J J-

respect i. ve ly. 

A.15. Average perseverance values 
Three types of average perseverance values may 
be defined: 
the average perseverance function e 

H.i. = 

3 

L. Dj~ Hji. 
j=1 

3 

L D;L 
j-1 

= 

F1\ H4i. + (~-Fij)(F2.142i. + Fai.\4ai.) 

the average perseverance per failure type 

l-tj. = 

•

e average perseverance 

00 3 

L L Dji~ji eH = l-1 j==1

D 
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B-1 
(1-r)~ 

A.16. The average reattempt intervals 
,Reattempt intervals depend on the type of 
failure and the appropriate density functions 
and distribution functions are denoted by 
tj(x) and TjU), respectively. /It is assumed, 
tnat Tj(x) and t -(x) do not depend on the 
failur~s which t~e call intent encountered 
prev ious 13. Otherwise the following way of 
calculation would not be valid/. The Tj values 
inform us about the relative weight of the use 
of these functions. The average reattempt 
interval may consequently be given by 

3 
~ tj(x) t-

t(~)- j- ~-1 J and 

t; (1-1jM)rj 
1-T(x) = _J~-~ ___ _ 

(3 -1 

i.e. the average densi.ty function and the 
average complementary distribution function, 
respectively. Similarly the average mean value 
of the reattempt intervals may be calculated 
from the individual mean values as 

where t he random var iab les ~ and J j denote the 
average reattempt interval and the type j re
attempt interval, respectively. 

A.17. Determination of Fil values 
To calculate Tj and the average values of 
Sections A.l5. and A.l6. the Fji values are 
needed. If as in our case F2i;F2 and F3i;F3 
are known and the Pi values are at our disposal, 
the Fli values may be easily obtained from 

A. 18. Remarks 
In the simulation model described the perse
verance probabilities did not depend on the 
cause of failures of previous unsuccessful 
attempts. So the Hji members of the perse
verance functions were fully determined by j 
and i. Therefore calculations described in 
Section A.l5, A.16, A.17. could 1:e easily 
performed. 

A.2. Some models with state equations for 
repeated attempts 

The description of the models described below 
may be found in Section 3.2.a. 

A.21. State equations 
The symbols of Fig.4. will be used. Depending 
on the number of queues the states of the 

ITea 
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APPENDIX 

A.l. Detailed description of call repetitions 

The flowchart in Fig. Al shows the I~th call 
attempt cycle in the case of three types of 
failure: congestion, no answer, busy called 
subsriber. It is assumed that the dependence 
on the cause of previous failure s for the same 
call string may be taken into account, both for 
Hj i and F j i • 

,~. __ yes congestion no 
. ? 

Fig.A.l. Call repetiti.ons with several reasons 
of fa llure 

lTea 

The 
has 
can 

mul tip lier of Ni In the last row of Fig. Al 
the same form for all values of i. Soo one 
easy oetain the general expression • 

1-1 

Ni -N1TI21c 
Ie-O 

where • 

Z~ -[F1~~i. +(~-F11)(~tH2' + F3L ~)]) and Zo-1 

If Nl=l, then the expressions given in Fig.Ai 
denote the proeaeilltles related to this 
process of call repetitions. From the quanti
ties indicated several important expressions 
may ee derived. 

A.ll. The repetition coefficient 
laverage numeer of call attempts per call 
intentl 

A.12. The districution of call attempts 
A call intent makes exactly i call 
attempts and so exactly li-l1 repeated. 
attempts wi th the proeac i li ty (31.= 

L-i 

(3, == TT ZIc{1- [Fii H1i. +( 1-F.ti)(F2"H2i + F3iH3IJ]} ,,·0 
l-1 i. 

~i.- TTZk - n Zk 
k-O Ie-O 

Obviousl,=, 
00 

L (3i. =Zo=1 
\.- i 

00 

i.-1,2, ... 

~=M((3d=Li.(3i. I and 
i.-1 

These expresSiWs hold well supposed that 
{3i-O and Zk- O if i--oo 

k=O 

• 
which is always the case if Fjl # 1. 

A.13. Average numc er of successful and un- • 
successful attempts 

During the call repetition process a particular 
call intent encounters as an average 

00 co ,-1 
D-=L D,- = L[F=1i. + (1-F1d(F'2i + F3i )]TTZk 

l-1 i-i k-O 

unsuccessful attempts 

The following well known relationships may also 
ee octa lned 

5 - ~-D =-= r~ and D-(1-r)t3 

where r is the efficiency rate and S denotes 
the average numeer of successful calls per call 
intent. 

A.14. Decisions and repetitions made using t~ 
Hjl perseverance procacilities ~ 

The unsuccessful attempts decide whether to 
make a new trial or not according to the cause 
of failure. After the lth unsuccessful atte. 
on Bn average Dji decisions will re made us 
the Hj 1 va lue. 
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system may be designated with three or four 
parameters. For example j,k,m and n will be 
found in the following general system of 
equations. j and k stand for the number of calls 
being in call set up and conversation state, m 
and n are the numbers of calls in the first and 
second set of repetition positions, respectiveLy. 

{
TT M rT N 

A (1-c5j+k) + AH"Adj+k(1-Jm) +AHi(~-A)"j+k(i -dn ) + 

+j.M1 +m~[(1-J):k)+ dj: k (1-H t +H1 (1-A))] + 

+noc2( (~-Jj:\()+Jj:k(1-H~+H1A)]+k}J.21 [j,k,m,n] == 

o = [i-1,K,m,nl A(1-dj) + 
o T 

+(j,k,m-1,n] A(1-dm)dj+K H1A + 

+[j,k,m,o-i1 A H1(1-A) J;k(4-J~) + 

+[j+1,k-1,m,n] (j+1)f.L .. (1-p)(~ - J~) + 

+ [;+1, k, m,n] (j+1 )J"iP~-J;k)(1-H~+~Ccr:+Wz(i-C)c(]+ 

+[j+1Jk)m .. f,n](j+1))'iP(~-J!Xi -dj: k )H2.C + 

+ [j+1)k)m,n-1](j+1)).'1P(1-J~)(i - d'j:k)~2(~-C) + 

+(j-1,k,m+1)n] (m+1)tX1 (1-~)(1-d:) + 

T M Ill) +[j,k, m+1,n] (m+t)CLt Jj+k(1-Jm)[i-~T~(t-A)Jn + 

+[;, k,m+1,rr1](m+1)~t dj!k(i-J=)(1-d~)~ .. (1-A) + 

+ [j-1,k,rTl,n+1] (n+~)ot2 (1- d~)(1-dj) + 

+ [j, k, m, n+1 ](n+1)0(2 d';k(f-J~)( 1-H1+1-11Ad~) + 

+ [j,k,m-1,n+1] (n+1) 012 J;k(t-d~)( 1-c~)HiA + 

• + [j, k+1, m1n] (k+1) f'l2 (1- dj:\() 

• • 

where [J,k,m,n] is the pr:obability that the 
system lS i~ the state (J,k,m,n). efi = 0, if 
i F. j and O~ = 1 if i = j. In t he case of 
Mode ls El, E?, E3 and ELl- this equat ion system 
should be slightly modified according to Fig.4. 

A.22. Traffic characteristics 
Traff ic intent: A (_1_ + _1_) 

}Af )42. 

Average number of calls waiting for repetition: 
T t M N 

K1 -LLLLm [j,t-j,m,n] 
t-o j=O m=O n=O 

T t M N 

Ka=LLLL n [j,t-j,mln] 
t-o j=O m=O n-O 

Probabilities of failure 
Cong es t ion: 

ITea 

No answer: 
T t M N 

8 12.= A+~ ~+~ ex LLLL j}o'1Pt[j,t-j,I1l,n1 
1 1 2. 1 t-o j-O-.O n=O 

Called party busy: 

Efficiency rate: 

Repetition coefficient: 
rl.. = 1 + ~"O(,. + ~aocg, 
\,J :x 

Traffics: 

speech traff ic: Yc = ~1 (1-82) 
call set up traffic: 

Y. = A+~1ot1+~aoca (1-811 ) 
SU , ,M" .A. 

usefull ca 11 set up traff ic: Vs =- }Ai (1-82,) 

Probability of abandonment: 

1 {T M N 
B2 = X" L LL (~+mOtt+nIX2X1-H1)(j,T-j,m/n]+ 

j-Om-On-O 

T t M N 

+LLL.L. j#1P(1-H2)[j,t-j,m,n]+ 
t-o j-O m-o n-O 

Members under the dotted line may be neglected 
if M_oo and N-oo • 

The traffic characteristics are universalLY 
valid far all Models E taking Fig.4. into 
account. 
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